
 Do the waypoints below specify individual POINT 
feature(s) (small infestation(s)) OR ONE POLYGON (one 
large infestation)?

Invasive Plant Inventory & EDRR Report 
 

Common name:

Genus:  species:

”W.'˚”N and.'˚
”W.'˚”N and.'˚
”W.'˚”N and.'˚
”W.'˚”N and.'˚

Park number, 
address/area 

description or 
landmarks: 

LOCATION INFORMATION

Date of Observation: 
 (YYYY/MM/DD)Company/PO#/Organization:

Primary Observers  Name:

This form is NOT meant for use with Trimbles. Please contact your supervisor for data collection procedures with Trimble.
One Species Per Form 

PLANT INFORMATION

Use coordinate boxes above to record each corner of the polygon. Fill in 
Distribution Code, Density Code and Growth Stage only once (on the right) 
for the entire polygon (DO NOT create separate codes for each polygon corner)

Fill in the Distribution Code, Density Code and Growth Stage boxes below 
for each point (must be same park/biocide/species):

GPS DATA: 
Datum: WGS84 
Format: DEGREES-MINUTES-SECONDS   
(e.g.  51˚ 07' 16.8” N  and  114˚ 09' 72.4” W)     
  
If your GPS records coordinates in a different format or 
datum then above, please note this in COMMENTS.                   

CONTROL INFORMATION 

COMMENTS 

Control Date

CONTROL TYPE
  Chemical

 Mechanical - mow

  Density   Growth

Version 14 Jun 2013

Mechanical - hand pull/dig

 Biological

 Other (please specify):

# Bags # Hours# Staff # Volunteers

Distribution

Date Submitted

Email:

POINTS:

POLYGON:

Photos Taken?  
(Attach photos to email 
before submitting report)

Weed bin 
disposal?

Biocide # Chemical Used



  

If Submitting Hard Copy forms, please send 2 copies, one each to:  
Subhan Subhanullah (subhan.subhanullah@calgary.ca) and Dave Hayman (dave.hayman@calgary.ca)  

or by mail to recipients at, PO Box 2100, Stn M, #75, Calgary, AB T2P 2M5

When do I make a Point? 
Answer: When an infestation of the target species is smaller 
than  4m2 (i.e. size of a small car / 2m x 2m)  
  
 How: Go to the centre of the weed infestation and record 
coordinates as a single point. Repeat for other small patches 
of the same target species.  

When do I make a Polygon? 
Answer: When you see a large infestation of the target species that 
covers an area larger than 4m2 (i.e. size of a small car / 2m x 2m)  
  
How: Create a polygon around the target weed area by recording the 
coordinates of each corner that defines the infestation.

Photos  
 If you are going to take photos to accompany your inventory form please provide (in the 
comments) the following information:  
  
-GPS location coordinates (or name of vertex it was taken at) 
-Orientation (by compass reading of the direction you are facing when taking the picture or 
generally i.e. N/NW/NNW/W etc.)  
-Date  - auto stamped on picture if possible 

SINGLE SPECIES = SINGLE FORM (One species per form) 
-This form is meant to be for .... 
a) from 1 to 4 small point locations of the same weed  in the same park (must have the same biocide #) OR       
b) one polygon representing a larger infestation of a single species (each polygon should get a separate form)

DOMINANT GROWTH STAGE
s = seedling 

v = vegetative 
f = in flower 

g = gone to seed 
x = expired

Weed Disposal Bins  
To prevent spread of provincially regulated weed species (those found in the dropdown list 
on this form), please bag and tie any plants removed by mechanical means and dispose of 
them in one of the following locations: 
  
- Spring Gardens Parks depot: 820-32 Ave NE 
- Sacramento Parks depot: 10312 Sacramento Drive SW 
  
Designated weed disposal bins are on-site at these locations from June 1st-September 30th 
from 7am-4:40pm.

Early Detection Rapid Response Priority Species 
If these species are located, please report them immediately. Control efforts should also be 
recorded on the Invasive Plant Inventory and EDRR Report form.


 Do the waypoints below specify individual POINT feature(s) (small infestation(s)) OR ONE POLYGON (one large infestation)?
Invasive Plant Inventory & EDRR Report
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Park number, 
address/area description or landmarks: 
LOCATION INFORMATION
Date of Observation:
 (YYYY/MM/DD)
Company/PO#/Organization:
Primary Observers  Name:
This form is NOT meant for use with Trimbles. Please contact your supervisor for data collection procedures with Trimble.
One Species Per Form 
PLANT INFORMATION
Use coordinate boxes above to record each corner of the polygon. Fill in Distribution Code, Density Code and Growth Stage only once (on the right) for the entire polygon (DO NOT create separate codes for each polygon corner)
Fill in the Distribution Code, Density Code and Growth Stage boxes below for each point (must be same park/biocide/species):
GPS DATA:
Datum: WGS84
Format: DEGREES-MINUTES-SECONDS  
(e.g.  51˚ 07' 16.8” N  and  114˚ 09' 72.4” W)    
 
If your GPS records coordinates in a different format or datum then above, please note this in COMMENTS.                         
CONTROL INFORMATION	
COMMENTS 
CONTROL TYPE
  Density
  Growth
Version 14 Jun 2013
Distribution
Date Submitted
Email:
POINTS:
POLYGON:
 
If Submitting Hard Copy forms, please send 2 copies, one each to: 
Subhan Subhanullah (subhan.subhanullah@calgary.ca) and Dave Hayman (dave.hayman@calgary.ca) 
or by mail to recipients at, PO Box 2100, Stn M, #75, Calgary, AB T2P 2M5
When do I make a Point?
Answer: When an infestation of the target species is smaller than  4m2 (i.e. size of a small car / 2m x 2m) 
 
 How: Go to the centre of the weed infestation and record coordinates as a single point. Repeat for other small patches of the same target species.  
When do I make a Polygon?
Answer: When you see a large infestation of the target species that covers an area larger than 4m2 (i.e. size of a small car / 2m x 2m) 
 
How: Create a polygon around the target weed area by recording the coordinates of each corner that defines the infestation.
Photos 
 If you are going to take photos to accompany your inventory form please provide (in the comments) the following information: 
 
-GPS location coordinates (or name of vertex it was taken at)
-Orientation (by compass reading of the direction you are facing when taking the picture or generally i.e. N/NW/NNW/W etc.) 
-Date  - auto stamped on picture if possible 
SINGLE SPECIES = SINGLE FORM (One species per form)
-This form is meant to be for ....
a) from 1 to 4 small point locations of the same weed  in the same park (must have the same biocide #) OR                      
b) one polygon representing a larger infestation of a single species (each polygon should get a separate form)
DOMINANT GROWTH STAGE
s = seedling
v = vegetative
f = in flower
g = gone to seed
x = expired
.\dens dist.jpg
Weed Disposal Bins 
To prevent spread of provincially regulated weed species (those found in the dropdown list on this form), please bag and tie any plants removed by mechanical means and dispose of them in one of the following locations:
 
- Spring Gardens Parks depot: 820-32 Ave NE
- Sacramento Parks depot: 10312 Sacramento Drive SW
 
Designated weed disposal bins are on-site at these locations from June 1st-September 30th from 7am-4:40pm.
Early Detection Rapid Response Priority Species
If these species are located, please report them immediately. Control efforts should also be recorded on the Invasive Plant Inventory and EDRR Report form.
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